Detection of a temporal gap in low-frequency narrow-band signals by normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners.
Temporal processing ability in the hearing impaired was investigated in a 2IFC gap-detection paradigm. The stimuli were digitally constructed 50-Hz-wide bands of noise centered at 250, 500, and 1000 Hz. On each trial, two 400-ms noise samples were paired, shaped at onset and offset, filtered, and presented in the quiet with and without a temporal gap. A modified up-down procedure with trial-by-trial feedback was used to establish threshold of detection of the gap. Approximately 4 h of practice preceded data collection; final estimate of threshold was the average of six listening blocks. There were 10 listeners, 19-25 years old. Five had normal hearing; five had a moderate congenital sensorineural hearing loss with relatively flat audiometric configuration. Near threshold (5 dB SL), all listeners performed similarly. At 15 and 25 dB SL, the normal-hearing group performed better than the hearing-impaired group. At 78 dB SPL, equal to the average intensity of the 5-dB SL condition for the hearing impaired, the normal-hearing group continued to improve and demonstrated a frequency effect not seen in the other conditions. Substantial individual differences were found in both groups, though intralistener variability was as small as expected for these narrow-bandwidth signals.